(Fig. A) First set up your new hood release bracket as shown above. Then slip the new release over the stock hood release so that the new release sandwiches the stock one and tightens. The new hood release is accessible from underneath the chrome shell. (Fig. B) Next place the supplied bolts thru the mounting tab in billet grille. Place a flat bracket on the backside of the billet grille with the bolt going thru the bracket. Then thread the toggle assembly onto bolts as shown above.

Place billet grille into opening and center, while reaching thru the opening next to the one you are working on, turn the “Flat” bracket sideways and tighten while holding in place. Repeat for remaining openings. When you get to the last one, you will need to use (2) screwdriver to aid in the installation of the last billet grille. One to hold the bracket and one to tighten up the grille.

See Diagram below for a Reference for attaching Hood release

See Diagram below for a Reference for attaching billet grilles

For installation of billet grilles that require cutting of the stock shell, proper tools, knowledge and skill are needed. Carriage Works is not responsible for care & accuracy of the installation, only for Fit & Finish of its products. Use a qualified installer or contact original vendor for references to complete all instructions.

NOTE: Please adjust horizontal blades if irregular. This is the result of shipping and handling outside of Carriage Work’s control. Also Carriage Works Inc. Recommends applying a high quality automotive wax to maintain the original appearance.